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President’s Corner
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Tuesday, February 2, 6:00 P.M.
Bullock’s BBQ
3330 Quebec Dr.
Durham, NC 27705

Serving the Ham Community - KK4DMS, sk
When I worked on a first draft of this month’s
President’s Corner, I was going to talk about how more
people should share the load in our great organization.
Often, too few do most of the work. Sadly, an example
of a person who took on much work in the DFMA is no

Program
Wilson, W4BOH, will be giving a
presentation at the February meeting at
Bullock’s. Wilson’s programs are always
a great deal of fun and extremely
informative. Please join us at Bullock’s
and find out what he brings from the
“Land of Magic.”

longer with us.
Dan, KK4DMS, was first licensed in 2011. He recently
retired from a career at AT&T. This gave him the time
he wanted to really get into ham radio. And he really
did get into it. Last year he attended our Extra License
Class and promptly earned his extra ticket. He
immediately went on to earn his ARRL VE credentials
and started providing service back to the hobby. His
last VE session was on Monday, 1/11 at the Orange
County EOC.
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Last spring, as DurHamFest was drawing close, he
jumped in to head the operation when Paul, KE4OXN,
was sidelined with family matters. He got right in and
handled what was probably the trickiest part, dealing
with the administration of the Little River Community
Complex. In no small part thanks to Dan, DurHamFest
2015 was a success. Paul had found the Durham Public
Schools Staff Development Center as a possible hamfest
site but never had time to pursue that. Dan jumped
right in and met with the right people, acquired the
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necessary waiver to sell things in the parking lot
(tailgating), and did all kinds of work to keep
things moving. We have the authorization and
reservation in hand. He was planning to go to the
Richmond Frostfest in two weeks to hand out
DurHamFest flyers and to try to recruit more
vendors.
Dan also worked at the Durham County EOC to
help with and get to know the new HF station
there and to do the necessary work, certification,
etc. for a MARS license. He was finally appointed
the Durham County Emergency Coordinator
(ARRL) and AUXCOMM coordinator (NC
emergency management).
In short, Dan was the poster child for a person
who is willing to serve the ham community (and
the DFMA) in any way possible. He is a person
worth emulating.
Since Dan is no longer with us to complete the
task, it is up to us to fulfill his goals.
DurHamFest, in particular has hard deadlines.
We need to pull together to be able to utilize the
full potential of the great new site. Dan left a big
hole. Please do your part to help fill it. And
thank you Dan for all you did for us!
73, Dee
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The New Link
Dee Ramm, KU4GC
From time to time I have mentioned that editing
The Link, our club newsletter, was a job in itself
and I felt it would be good to spread the wealth to
others. The Link has had many forms over the
years with each editor putting a personal stamp
on layout, style, etc.
It actually lapsed briefly. Sidney, W4QWM,
brought it back to life, limiting content to minutes
of meetings and meeting announcements. There
were additional tasks involved in those days
including, commercial copying and a mass
mailing. When Sidney decided to give this up, I
was club secretary and felt that it was a natural
thing to take over. By then we had more and
more e-mail deliveries and fewer mailed hard
copies. I moved to e-mail only and expanded the
content some. I changed the format and also
included color pictures which would have been
prohibitively expensive in hard-copy form. But it
still meant a lot of work in the week before our
meeting.
Anyway, Skip, WB4P, heard my plea and agreed
to take over The Link. Thank you, Skip!!!
Skip has been a great asset to the DFMA, serving
on the Board and then as President. He earned a
rest, but offered to help anyway. Knowing Skip’s
work ethic and insistence on quality, I’m sure The
Link is in excellent hands. We are lucky to have
him in the DFMA and I’m sure we’ll be more than
pleased by the new version of the DFMA
newsletter The Link.
73

The Link
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DFMA Digipeater Back On The Air

tower climber that could fit our climbing needs

Skip Proctor, WB4P

into his schedule. In early January Charlie was
able to work with a climber and got a replacement

An article in the October The Link detailed the loss
of our Gibbs Lane tower Digipeater this past June
due to the failure of the Alinco 2-meter radio.

antenna installed at no charge to the club, saving
the club in the neighborhood of a $1,000 that is
typically charged for this type work. Charlie

That radio was replaced by a nice Kenwood

reported that when the old Diamond antenna was

TM-271 that was generously donated by Bob,

disassembled, water poured out.

W4RWC. After some soldering on the radio
board, making new cables to connect the radio to
the TNC, and modifying the rack panel for the
new radio, it was ready to reinstall.

Charlie reconnected the digipeater and it’s
performing like a champ. The digipeater
provides some needed coverage to the west that
was missing while it was down. This is a fine
example of our club serving the amateur radio
community.
73

Gibbs Lane Tower

Photo courtesy NC4CD

As was noted in the October article, when Charlie
went back to the tower site to install the repaired
digipeater, he discovered the 18-year-old
Diamond antenna was showing 22 watts forward
and 13 watts reflected power. Fortunately, Charlie

Screenshot of aprs.fi showing an APRS position
beacon from KF4PAB being digipeated by the DFMA
Digipeater to the WB4P iGate

had a replacement antenna, but we had to wait
for an available certified, trained, and insured

The Link
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Station Upgrade in Many Acts

and installation in a future article, but in brief, I

Dee Ramm, KU4GC

picked the KIO Technology Hexagonal Beam. It’s
radius is about 11.5’, supports six bands (10m

Where were we?
In Act 1 I related how I had gotten interested in
getting a small push up tower for my station.
Dewey, WA4AHR, had agreed to help me get one
like his. I described the site prep, clearing an area

through 20m, 6m optional) and, most importantly,
it weighs only 30 pounds. I ordered one and it
arrived in less than a week. Being a lightweight
antenna, I had visions of assembling the antenna,
climbing up a step ladder and mounting it on the

of plants and shrubs and putting a 10’ 6x6
pressure treated post into the ground as the

rotor with the tower down. Or maybe I would tilt

mounting point. Next time (Act 2), I described
the electronics upgrade to the station, consisting
of a 600W solid-state amp and a 1.5Kw auto-

need to go up quite as high. Mentally, it all

tuner. In Act 3 I finally have a working push-up
tower that also leans over for attaching the

The antenna arrived in two cardboard boxes.

antenna and other maintenance.

containing the fiberglass poles seemed downright

the tower about 45 degrees so that I would not
seemed pretty straight-forward.

Neither box seemed all that light and the one
heavy. I began to suspect that 30 pounds was not

Station Upgrade - Act 4 - Maintainability

something I was going to deal with on a ladder. I

When you use the word “maintenance”, you

began to think about braces and jigs to help me do

probably think of changing the oil every ten

this.

thousand miles and/or changing filters. It
suggests the end of the story. But nothing could

But, Dewey was way ahead of me. He had been

be further from the truth. The real objective is to

thinking about some kind of tilt-plate at the top of

make everything maintainable, by me. No

the tower. Now, with a Yagi or other “flat”

climbing towers. Only the simplest and safest use

antenna, gravity is your friend. What you need at

of ladders. And no need for cranes or bucket

the top is essentially a hinge and as you tilt over

trucks to fix things and make changes.

the tower, the antenna, hanging a few inches
below the top of the tower by the hinge, stays

Well, I hadn’t thought this through all that well.

parallel to the ground.

But since I wanted a directional antenna I needed
a rotor. Again, Dewey to the rescue. He had a

The hexagonal beam’s frame looks like an upside

Ham IV rotor, far from new, but apparently never

down umbrella. All of it is above the mounting

used. He let me have it at a very good price. That

point. Or to sound scientific, its center of gravity

was quickly mounted and, while the rotor wiring

is far above the attachment point at the top of the

caused some trivial detours, it all went quite well.

tower. Gravity would make it flop over.

Next the antenna. Due to trees, the house, a dog

Dewey planned to solve this by controlling the

lot, etc., my space is rather limited. An antenna

hinge with an electrically powered linear actuator.

with a turning radius of 12’ would be about the

By tightly controlling the angle of the hinge at all

limit. I’ll talk more about the antenna selection

times, the antenna could be kept upright (and

The Link
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parallel to the ground) at all times. This would

messed up in trying to solve what are two

allow me to tilt the tower and when it was fully

simultaneous linear equations that ultimately

laid over, I could still have the shaft actually

result in quadratic equations such as you might

connected to the antenna still vertical ( just as it

encounter in high school algebra.

would be for normal operation at the top of the
tower).
Dewey had thought this through pretty well,
already had a 12VDC linear actuator with a 8”
inch stroke and a 675 pound thrust rating. That
seems like a lot of thrust for a 30 pound antenna,
but remember that there are also some pretty
large lever arms involved. However, it is
probably over-kill for this job.
Dewey and I went to work on this in his shop.
We used a large steel hinge mounted to two heavy
duty aluminum plates. One of the plates was to
be bolted to the aluminum base-plate of the
hexagonal beam antenna while the other plate
was to be bolted to the short mast coming out of
the rotor using U-bolts. The job of the actuator
was to be able to change the angle between the
two plates between 90 degrees and 180 degrees.
Everything progressed quite well until it came to
positioning where the ends of the linear actuator
attached to the aluminum plates. We wanted to
take advantage of the limit switches built into the
actuator so that fully extended, the plates would
be at 180 degrees, and fully contracted, the plates
would be at 90 degrees. We started using
intuition and trial and error, but it never worked
out right. That meant drilling holes in the
aluminum plate to bolt on the brackets to connect
to the ends of the actuator. The correct position of
the mounting points can be solved
mathematically and I worked on that. But there
are so many small constants (offset of this bracket,

Tilt Plate Assembly Closeup
Assembly shown upside down
Note part of hexagonal antenna base protruding at bottom
Photo courtesy KU4GC

Over a weekend break, I built a jig using spring
clamps and wood to simulate the situation and
came up with a solution (Sliding clamps to try a
different set of positions is a lot easier than
drilling holes in large aluminum plates to try
things out). Meanwhile, Dewey worked it out
with intuition and also had it solved when we got
back to work on Monday.

offset of the other brackets, etc) that I always

The Link
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allowed to rotate freely.

to mention another problem that I skipped above
but need to report on now. As you know if you

The solution is anything but high-tech but quite
effective. With the tower vertical and
fully lowered, we drilled a hole
through all four conduits and then
put a pin in the hole. This locks the
tubes together so they cannot turn
with respect to each other. (This also
keeps the tower from being raised, so
the pin is only inserted for laying
down the tower).
So, as shown in the diagram and
pictures, it all came together and
worked as planned. It was now time
to assemble the antenna and get on
the air. Next time I’ll talk more about

Tower at 45 Degree Angle
Note how antenna is kept upright by the tilt plate
Photo courtesy KU4GC

the antenna and a laundry list of
small loose ends to be taken care of.
73

read the description of the
tower in the December Link,
you’ll see that each piece of
concentric conduit is
essentially hanging inside
the next larger one
supported by a single steel
cable. Thus one tube can
easily twist inside the other
and is a nuisance in actual
operation and I’ll discuss my
solution in a future article.
But it is a fatal flaw as far as
using the tilt-plate approach
when tilting over the tower.
When laid down, the hinge
plate assembly would just
flop over sideways (with the
antenna!) if the conduits are

The Link

Diagram of Tower in Three Positions
Very schematic diagram, nothing to scale and some details omitted
Refer to previous article for details on the tower and mounting
Diagram courtesy KU4GC
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DurHamFest Moving to a New
Location
Skip Proctor, WB4P
About a year ago Paul Van Doren, KE4OXN,
began negotiations with Durham Pubic Schools
(DPS) for use of the Staff Development Center at
2107 Hillandale Road for the DFMA DurHamFest.
These negotiations were favorably concluded
when Dan Whitehead,
KK4DMS, took the
case to the Durham
City-County Planning
Department. The
DFMA was exempted
from obtaining a
special use permit due
to our non-profit status. Our application was then
approved by the Durham Public Schools.
The DPS Staff Development Center will be a great
Map courtesy Google Maps

location for this event to be held May 28th, 2016.
It’s located just north of I-85 exit 174 on

conducted by Dave Snyder, W4SAR, and his team

Hillandale Road, Durham. The Staff

of VEs.

Development Center
has a large air-

There will be more

conditioned media

information in future

center with plenty of

editions of The Link,

space for our vendors

but for now please

and club tables. There

mark your calendar

is also ample parking

and plan on attending

close to the entrance

this fun event.
73

on level ground, and
for tailgaters and the
BOH-burger grill,
plenty of outdoor
space. There is also a
room for the VE
session that will be

The Link

Partial view of the new DurHamFest space
Photo courtesy KK4DMS
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Upcoming Events
✦

2/2

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 PM

✦

2/6

Richmond Frostfest, 8:30 AM - 3:00 PM

✦

2/8

OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC, 7:00 PM

✦

2/13 VE Test Session, Orange County EOC, 10:00 AM

✦

2/16 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 PM

✦

3/1

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 PM

For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org

February 2016
Part of the thrill of CX is getting a previously
dormant, or dead, piece of radio memorabilia to
operate and impress other hams with my
technical acumen and stubbornness. This time it
was a Hallicrafters HT-9 and a 1940 Signal Shifter.
There are a few Signal Shifters out there in radioland, but very few people have four of them and
the earliest models are scarce. I now have all four
of the major variations, 1938, 40, 42, and military,
so it seemed a good idea to get at least the civilian
models going.
Then there’s the HT-9. Do you know what the HT

Fall Frustration

stands for? It’s Herniagenic Transmitter, being

Wilson Lamb, W4BOH

perhaps the heaviest 100W rig in modern times!
Imagine starting with the 1938 Handbook and

[Editor’s Note: this article was originally written for
the Classic Exchange Newsletter and is reprinted
here with Wilson’s permission]

I wasn’t sure I could summon energy for a

building four power supplies, a modulator, and a
three tube RF section. That’s an HT-9! It’s high
quality, conservatively designed, and well built.

writeup this time, but it would be a shame to let
such valuable experience and learning
opportunities pass by without proper reporting to
the wider (at least most of us are wider)
community.
With Mac just up the road, I’m naturally aware of
most important (?) CX goings on, either through
eyeball communication or online news, so it never
sneaks up on me. That doesn’t keep me from

Can you believe it, two HT-9s on the same bench!
Photo courtesy W4BOH

being stressed, of course, since, no matter when I

There’s NO common circuitry, not even in the low

start getting ready, household or old equipment

voltage power supply end. With a massive steel

issues will arise to fill all available prep time and

chassis and cabinet housing three power

wear me out! So, when I should be starting the

transformers, several nice chokes, a modulation

operating part of CX I’m usually about worn

transformer, and gobs of other components, we

down by domestic chores and old radio

wind up with a 100W transmitter that weighs

maintenance! Nevertheless, I soldier on; making

over a hundred pounds! It’s really hard to

my wife wish I had the same devotion to yard

imagine depression scarred hams paying $250 for

work and cabinetry.

such a beast in 1938, even though times were

The Link
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slowly improving then. It’s even harder to

working. It was newly bought from an eBay

imagine how the monsters got to the homes of

seller who was cleaning up. Unfortunately, it was

the hams in one piece! One would have to be

his garage he was cleaning, not his Shifter. After

fairly well off just to have an indoor location in

scraping off interior and exterior grime and

which to locate one! It takes up major space on a

changing all the filter caps, it actually came to life

desk, or wherever it winds up, and it stays there,

with only a rectifier tube replacement! Life being

since two people are required to move one more

a relative term where Shifters are concerned, of

than a few inches.

course. I’ve learned that time and grief are saved
if one just adds a handful of decoupling and

Inside, there are two 6L6s and an 814 in the RF

bypass caps in all the strategic places before even

section, two low level preamp tubes and FOUR

starting to tame the drift and chirp so common to

6L6s in the modulator and, don’t forget, three LV

Shifters. Only a day or so was required to do all

rectifiers and a pair of 866s for the high (1KV)

this work and tune the Shifter for max output on

voltage. Each of five operating frequencies can be

the band it was intended to grace during the

selected with a switch on the front, but behind the

contest! The band for each shifter was selected

panel are up to TEN plug in tuned circuits to get

according to the amount of chirp each exhibited.

the oscillator and/or doubler set up. If you want

Some do better on some bands than others, but

another frequency, you open the top and change a

none does anywhere near well on 20 meters!

crystal. If you want another band, you also

That’s why I get nominated for “best chirp”!

change one or two of the tuned circuits!
With three Shifters working (80, 40, 20), it was
OK, you get the idea. I have two of the beasts,

time to integrate them into the station. The 80m

bought from a friend whose wife got them for a

Shifter drives an 807 in my prewar rig with an 810

“nice surprise project” a decade or so ago. What

final. It was pretty well ready to go, requiring

was I thinking? After some biting of nails, I

only an hour or so to reconnect. For 40m, a

decided to dig into one of them for CX.

Shifter drove the HT-9, so I could chirp and drift

Incredibly, after a precautionary change of all

much more than the HT-9 did with crystal control.

filter caps, it sprung to life with no problem worse

Then, to make sure my 40m chirp was heard, the

than corroded contacts on a crystal socket! With

HT-9 was fed into a pair of 813s to make about

the two rigs, I got three 814s, so I thought I was

400W output. The 20m setup was interesting.

set. OOPS, one had no filament and one had only

I’ve fairly recently arranged for the PP 4-125A

half rated output. The story of getting more 814s

tetrodes in my 20m rig to operate in class AB

will have to wait for another report. I was happy

something, so I can put it on SSB. The result is

to have an HT-9 going on 80 and 40 meters!

that it has tremendous gain, over 20dB, and the
5W output of a Shifter can drive it to 500+ Watts

Then on to Signal Shifters. The 1938 and 1942

output! Neat, tremendous chirp, tremendous

were still “working” from previous CX episodes,

power.

so all I had to do was get the “new” 1940 model

The Link
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With three Shifters, an HT-9, and three big amps

hurting the Pro’s performance by at least 10dB.

to operate, there were many control lines,

When tuned up properly, it really took off and I

switches, and relays required to make it all work

used it for many more contacts than usual!

and change bands reasonably conveniently. Too
many to discuss here, but nothing like the W8KGI

The Drake 2B had no problems. It’s a remarkable

system, of course.

little box, really a game changer, as written up in

Several somewhat silly Signal Shifters sending CQCX sequentially in September, HT-9 on right
Photo courtesy W4BOH

Then on to the receivers. The 1935 Comet Pro

QST a while back.

came up magically. It’s unusual in that it does not
use tracked tuned circuits. One sets the local

Then there was the HRO-7. I’ve had it since I was

oscillator according to several criteria, but

a kid, going on 60 years. As far as I know, it has

basically to get the desired frequency to read at

had no new tubes or maintenance during that

the desired number on the main dial. Then one

time, even surviving a stint in a short rack in the

peaks the antenna tuning for max signal. There’s

back of my family’s 1954 Chevy station wagon!

no RF stage, so it needs all the peaking. The

But it had been slowly losing sensitivity, so I

unique thing about all this is that one can set the

decided to do a little tube testing and alignment.

local oscillator to be either above or below the

A few hours work produced considerable

signal frequency, which can be useful in dealing

improvement on 40m, where I planned to use it,

with images and a couple of other esoteric things.

and I got to bed before midnight the night before

This year, after several CX outings, I found that I

CX. Pretty good, eh? Well, after only a few hours

had been using the “wrong” oscillator setting and

sleep, the excitement due to the impending CX

The Link
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operation disrupted my sleep, at about 0500 local.

have no good info on them. If you have Shifter

Good thing too, since when I went down to my

stories or information, I’d love to hear from you.
73

basement shack to warm things up (The Shifters
had been on all night, to minimize instability.), the
newly perked up HRO-7 went dead! WOW, and

Buy✦Sell✦Trade

no other real vintage receiver to hold up my age
total. So out of the rack it came and onto the
operating table. Where to start on a dead receiver,
with only hours to go before the main event!
Basic measurements showed several stages with
low B+, some worse than others, but one near the

For Sale: High Quality Coax
Wilson is usually putting together a bulk order
for high quality, LMR-400 equivalent coax. By
ordering full spools he can usually get it for
about one half the typical retail price. Contact
him before buying larger lengths.

front end much worse. Bad resistor, not too hard,
and signals back. But hey, I still have a couple of
hours, so follow up the measurements with more
work. Several more new resistors and
replacement of several leaky Micamold capacitors

Wanted: Dead or Alive - Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave
ovens. The power transformers can be used for
power supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

produced some real improvement and I was on
the air at last!
After all that, the actual operation was a non
event. I made about 60 QSOs and really

Board Meeting Minutes

appreciated hearing classic rigs from around the
country. Propagation was awful (as bad as I can
remember), so my count was well under half

Durham FM Association (DFMA)

what I was hoping to achieve and I was worn out

DFMA Board Minutes - 01/19/2016 - Dan,

by a week’s repairing/setting up and re-repairing

KR4UB, Secretary

equipment. I sure hope others had better

Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham

conditions and made many memorable QSOs.
Did YOU work the HT-9? Was it memorable? I’m

Attending: (y) Dee, KU4GC, president; (y) Karen,

betting it was the only one you’ve ever heard.

KD4YJZ, vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR,

They were expensive and unwieldy and few were

treasurer; (y) Dan, KR4UB, secretary; (y) Charlie,

sold. Would you like to own one? It could be

NC4CD, repeater manager; (y) Dave, W4SAR,

arranged. Who knows, you might even be able to

Field Day coordinator; Board Members: (y) Dan,

have TWO! I think I worked two other Shifters.

KK4DMS, DurhamFest chair, ARES/AUXCOMM;
(y) Michael, KK4EIB; (n) Mark, KR3AM; (y) Bob,

And, if I still have your attention, I’m looking for

W4RWC

documentation of Signal Shifters with zero or one
VR tube. I know there were “some” made, but

The Link
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for the MCU within the secure fenced in area at
the EOC. This will be discussed further in a

President – Dee, KU4GC called the meeting to

follow up meeting. Also he is to meet with

order at 7 pm. Dee announced Skip, WB4P has

Steve, W3AHL Thursday, January 21 to discuss

accepted editorship of the DFMA Link

an agreement for the OCRA ARES net to

Newsletter.

become the OCRA/DFMA Combined ARES
net. The agreement would also include the

Dee presented to the board a report of the annual

DFMA and OCRA ARES coordinators each

DFMA minimum recurring expenses.

contributing material for net training.

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

DurhamFest – Dan, KK4DMS reported
activities are progressing with contacting
vendors, flyers ready for distribution at
FrostFest, RARSFest and inclusion in the RARS

Members: 80 (whose dues are current).

club newsletter. An ad has been submitted to
be published in the next SERA Journal. He also

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB called for a review of the

brought up that there are over 400 hams in the

minutes for the 11/17 Board meeting and the

Durham area that need to be contacted about

12/01/15 & 01/05/16 Club Meetings. The

the new DurHamFest location. It was

minutes were approved unanimously without

suggested that we pool email lists to be

comment.

gathered from various sources as a means to
notify those hams. Joanna, KE4QOZ and Rhett

Vice President – Karen, KD4YJZ reported that

KE4HIH have volunteered to participate in

Wilson, W4BOH will be the speaker for the

running the club table at the event.

February meeting and Robert, N4ZAK will be
the speaker for the March meeting.

Field Day Coordinator – Dave reported that 80
CW station will become part of the CW team

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported

operation in the MCU for the 2016 Field Day.

that APRS is on the air after the tower crew
replaced the 18 year old antenna which had filled

NEW BUSINESS

with water. The tower crew also tested a second
antenna and feed line currently on the tower and

Bob, W4RWC stated that he wishes to continue as

found it in good condition for future use for a

a net control for the Possum Trott net after his

remote receiver.

move to Florida through the use of an EchoLink
reflector. Charlie, NC4CD reported his

ARES/AUXComm – Dan, KK4DMS reported

conversation on the subject with the owner of an

that at the last Durham EOC meeting, he

EchoLink reflector in Raleigh was favorable.

inquired about the possibility of a storage site

The Link
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Dee, KU4GC reported that a ham in the area has

Lastly, Charlie reported that with the growth of

donated equipment to DFMA and proposed to the

the number of distant repeaters in the greater

board that he dispose of the equipment through

North Carolina region operating on the same

the usual means of club meeting auctions,

frequencies used by the DFMA repeaters, the time

hamfest club table sales and advertising in the

has come to put PL access on all DFMA repeaters

DFMA Link. The board concurred.

to eliminate distant interference. The board vote
on the motion to proceed with the

Dee reported that with the growth of club

implementation of PL access on all DFMA

membership, the past practice of holding the July

repeaters was unanimous.

meeting at the Bennett Pointe Grill (due to
Bullocks being closed for vacation) is no longer

Meeting adjourned at 8:20pm.

viable due to seating limitations. A suggestion
was made to swap the July Board (3rd Tuesday)
and Club (1st Tuesday) meeting dates so the

Club Meeting Minutes

meeting can still be held at Bullocks. This will be
presented to the membership at the next club
meeting. Dee also reported that there had been

Durham FM Association (DFMA)

one complaint about Bullock’s service and noise.

DFMA Meeting – 01/05/2016 – Dan, KR4UB,

The group agreed that the last meeting had been

Secretary

unusual but suggestions for a better site were also

Location: Bullock’s Bar-B-Que, Durham

welcome.
Attending: KR4UB, Dan; KD6VK, Rich; W4OFZ,
Charlie, NC4CD proposed based on the positive

Banks; M.K., W4MKR; KU4GC, Dee; WB4YYY,

comments received on his DMR presentation,

Jim; KA4AVM, Sue; KE4IHX, Al; KK4EIB,

that DFMA proceed with the installation of a

Michael; KK4DMS, Dan; KK4BPH, Mike:

DMR repeater at the Hillsborough site. The cost of

W4RWC, Bob; WD4CEE, Terry; WA4AHR,

this project for the required Motorola DMR

Dewey; W4BOH, Wilson; KM4MBG, Jack; WB4P,

repeater and a 6 element ComProd antenna

Skip; KF4PAB, Lenore; KM4MDR, John;

would be $4000. The board vote was unanimous

KM4IWG, Patrick; KW4CK, Joe; N2XZF, Paul;

in authorizing funds to proceed with the project.

W4SAR, Dave; KD4YJZ, Karen; WA2ROC, Dick;
KJ4NPF, Mark; KR3AM, Mark; KE4QOZ, Joanna;

Charlie reported that the DFMA 444.450 repeater

KE4HIH, Rhett; K0OUX, Vic; K2MZ, Duke &

needs to be relocated to the VA repeater site

Nancy; KW4KZ, Chuck & Mary; KM4LKN,

(currently vacant) to assure continued availability

Detlev; NA4VY, Dave; WA4OPI, Jim & Gail;

of that site for DFMA use and also to free up

KK4PH, Lowell; KA2DEW, Tadd; NC4CD,

hardware that could be used at the Hillsborough

Charlie; K4WCV, Bob & Becky; KV4ZR, Loren;

site for IRLP and EchoLink.

W4ORD, Lad; KK4VBE, Chris; KK4VHV, Crystal;

The Link
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N4TSV, Mario; WA2JLW, Roy; KX4P, John;

topics presented during the net. Lastly he

KE4UVJ, Don; N8VNR, Kevin; N3HIH, Frank

reminded members of the ICS courses required
for volunteer work at the EOC.

A total of 53 attending, 49 of them hams.
DurHamFest – Dan, KK4DMS circulated a draft
President: Dee opened the meeting at 7pm with

copy of the flyer for the 2016 DurhamFest to be

introductions.

held at the new location, the DPS Staff
Development Center, 2107 Hillandale Road,

REPORTS

Durham. Vendors are being notified of the new
location and flyers distributed, beginning with the

Vice President – Karen, KD4YJZ reported

Richmond Frostfest.

tonight’s speaker will be Charlie, NC4CD and the
next club meeting speaker will be Wilson,

Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR reported

W4BOH (topic ????).

that 2016 Field Day planning will begin next
month with a meeting of the band captains. The

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR

next VE Session will be at the next OCRA
meeting, Monday January 11th.
Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award - On

Members: 59 (whose dues are current).

the behalf of Steve, W3AHL who could not attend
the meeting, Dan KR4UB presented the DMFA

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB - Dan presented the

“Lid” Award to Dewey, WA4AHR for the long

DFMA Lid award (see below).

term support he has provided to the DFMA and
OCRA Clubs by the donation of good, used

Repeater Manager – Charlie reported the tower

batteries. Dewey has also made his shop and

crew found that the APRS antenna at the

expertise available to hams for projects such as

Hillsborough site was defective and replaced the

the DFMA MCU antenna work and Dee’s

antenna to restore APRS back to normal

telescoping antenna mast project.

operation.
Door Prizes – Door prize winners were
ARES – Dan, KK4DMS made several suggestions

WA4AHR, Dewey - backpack computer bag;

for DFMA members interested in ARES &

KV4ZR, Loren - DFMA cap; WB4P, Skip - tape

emergency communications volunteer work.

measure; WA4OPI, Jim - 2016 repeater directory.

Suggestions include checking into the weekly

In addition Wilson, W4BOH gave away a nice

Saturday 9:30AM OCRA ARES net to maintain

Far-Eastern calendar, won by raffle by KK4DMS,

proficiency in ARES net procedures,

Dan.

reprogramming frequencies in their HT, testing
HT battery life and to hear the ARES training

The Link
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Dee introduced the speaker for the meeting,

With this history in perspective, Charlie began the

Charlie NC4CD, a charter member of the DFMA

chronology of digital repeaters in ham radio

club and long time supporter who has made

beginning with D-STAR which supports digital

major contributions to the club and the numerous

voice and some data. This is an ICOM only

DFMA repeaters on the air.

system, and like most proprietary technologies,
tends to remain expensive. The European

Charlie’s presentation was on digital repeater

Standards Institute in 2005 released an open

services that have emerged across the state and

digital protocol, based on TDMA, similar to that

region. Charlie presented a history of his own

used by cell phones. The Digital Mobile Radio

ham experience to illustrate the ongoing

(DMR) protocol was adopted by Motorola and

evolution of repeater technology.

then by the ham community. One repeater can
support 2 simultaneous conversations using

His interest in ham radio started in his junior high

12.5kHz bandwidth.

school days with his first receiver, a 2 tube Knight
Kit regenerative receiver he used to listen to hams

DMR is being rapidly adopted not only in the

using CW and AM. By his college days single side

southeast but across the nation. DMR provides

band was beginning to be heard. At his first

the ability to talk local, regional, across the

hamfest in Melbourne, Florida; used Motorola

Southeast or, across the nation with the turn of the

radios appeared on the scene with the ability to

channel knob. DMR is not limited to one brand of

receive and transmit on 15kHz wide FM channels.

radio. The Connect Radio CS750, Vertex, Tyteria

After his move to the Durham, he was hearing

and Hytera MD-380 units are suitable for use with

emergency service net exercises with the goal of

DMR.

moving radio traffic from Manteo to Murphy

PRN ncprn.net, a wide area digital amateur radio

within a 2 - 3 hour time period using HF & VHF

network in the southeast, covers NC, SC, VA, WV

radios. In late 1971 the DFMA club was formed

and DC. The nearest DMR repeaters in our area

and its first repeater, the 444.1MHz machine went

are located on Sauratown Mountain to the west

on the air. Later the 147.825 VHF repeater

and Eastern Raleigh leaving Durham in a fringe

originally put on the air by a dental student was

coverage area.

acquired, and became the DFMA 147.225 repeater.
Danny Hampton, K4ITL began building a series

On that note, Charlie recommended that DFMA

of linked repeaters across NC, VA and SC that

should proceed with the build and deployment of

became known as the Piedmont Coastal Radio

a DMR repeater to be located at the Hillsborough

Network http://www.pcrn.net/pcrninf.html.

site. This repeater would fill in the Durham fringe

With the emergence of the internet,

coverage area and keep DFMA on the move with

communications methods such as IRLP came on

the evolving technology in amateur radio.

the scene and was added to the DFMA 444.1MHz
repeater.

The Link
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Dan Whitehead, KK4DMS sk

Photo from Dan’s QRZ page

Daniel Whitehead, Jr. of Durham, NC, died unexpectedly at home on
Thursday, January 23, 2016. He was 73.
Dan was born August 8, 1942, to Daniel Whitehead, Sr. and his wife,
Lenore Ridings. He grew up near Pittsburgh, PA, where he lived until
moving to the Orlando Florida area in 1978 and to Durham, NC in 1997.
He is survived by his wife, Lucille, and their three daughters; Jennifer
Tracy of Chapel Hill, NC, Polly Judd of Durham, NC, and Elizabeth
Burbridge of Roanoke, VA. He also leaves his sisters Barbara Keywood
of Roanoke, VA, and Gail Whitehead of Frederick, MD. He has thirteen
grandchildren: Sarah, Shannon, Emily, Michael, Bethany and Megan
Tracy; Kaylee, Kamryn, Sydney and Gabrielle Judd; and Madison, Katie
and Michael Burbridge.
Dan earned a BS in mathematics from Carnegie-Mellon, an MBA from
the University of Pittsburgh and a MS in Computer Science from the
University of Central Florida. He joined the Marines as a young man
and the Navy Reserve later in life, retiring as a Lt. Commander. After
retiring from AT&T he was active in ham radio and the Durham COP’s
program.
A memorial service will be held at 10 am on Friday, January 29th, at
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 1050 Martin Luther King
Jr. Blvd, in Chapel Hill.
Obituary courtesy of Hall-Wynne Funeral Service
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